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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Unlicensed COVID-19 shots will be added to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine

schedules after a unanimous (15-0) vote by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s

Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP).

The move is likely to shatter whatever remaining trust Americans had in the CDC — “as it should,”

said Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology.  “I am

shocked by the malfeasance. I have no trust left at all in our public health system. It is broken.”

By adding the shots to the vaccine schedule, it paves the way for U.S. schools to require them for

attendance. The shots were also added to the Vaccine for Children (VFC) program, which provides

vaccines to children at no or low cost using federal funding.  PWzer and Moderna, the shots’

makers, will also be granted permanent legal indemnity, which otherwise would have disappeared

once COVID-19 shots were no longer protected under emergency use authorization (EUA).

Other Countries Refuse to Give COVID Shots to Kids

Many countries around the world have already walked back their recommendations to give COVID-

19 shots to kids, as it became apparent that they may cause deadly side effects and are far less

effective than promised.

In January 2022, Sweden’s Health Agency recommended against COVID-19 jabs for kids aged 5 to

11, stating the beneWts do not outweigh the risks.  Denmark also no longer recommends COVID-19

shots for children under 18,  and in September 2022, England announced it would no longer offer

COVID-19 shots to children unless they’re high risk.

Meanwhile, in the U.S., the CDC added COVID-19 jabs to the new childhood vaccination schedule on

October 17, 2022  — days before the ACIP’s actual vote.

“When the CDC briefer … was asked how CDC could add an EUA (unlicensed) vaccine to the

schedule, she said something like, ‘We checked with OGC [Odce of General Counsel] and they said

it was OK.’ And that was that. No legal justiWcation. No moral or ethical justiWcation. And deWnitely

no medical or scientiWc justiWcation,” Dr. Meryl Nass, a board-certiWed internal medicine physician

with special expertise in vaccine safety and vaccine mandates, wrote on her blog.

Steve Kirsch, executive director of the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, also asked Grace Lee,

ACIP committee chair, if she wanted to see data from Israel showing the COVID-19 shots are not

safe. She did not. According to Kirsch:

“These people do not want to see any data that shows the vaccines are not safe … She

[Lee] refused to answer my Yes or No question on this important data and called the cops

on me (even though I didn’t violate any laws). I have it all on video. That is the level of

corruption we are dealing with here: ‘scientists’ who simply look the other way when asked

if they want to see the safety data.”

P?zer, Moderna Get Full Liability Protection

Vaccine makers have nothing to lose by marketing experimental COVID-19 shots, even if they cause

serious injury and death, as they enjoy full indemnity against injuries occurring from COVID-19

shots or any other pandemic jab under the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP)

Act, passed in the U.S. in 2005. As reported by investigative journalist Jordan Schachtel:

“In March 2020, the federal government invoked the PREP Act, which gave PQzer and

Moderna a tort liability shield due to the declared ‘public health emergency,’ which the

government is reportedly going to revoke in early 2023. The companies’ emergency use

authorization shots have since been protected by the federal government through this 2005

congressional action.”

Once the shots’ EUA status was revoked, they would need to seek FDA approval; however, it’s

suspected that this has been purposely delayed to protect PWzer and Moderna from facing legal

liability for injuries caused by COVID-19 shots. However, once the CDC recommends a shot for

“routine administration to children or pregnant women,” it becomes liability-free. Schachtel

explained:

“By adding the shots to the childhood schedule, the CDC’s Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices (ACIP) will transfer liability for vaccine injuries to the federal

government’s National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP), allowing for PQzer

and Moderna to Qnally bring an FDA approved shot to the market without opening itself up

to lawsuits.

Moreover, it will act as another windfall for companies that have already brought in

hundreds of billions of dollars in revenues, by requiring these vaccinations for children who

attend public schools.

… Over the course of COVID Mania, PQzer and Moderna have raked in hundreds of billions

of dollars in liability free dollars, enriching their executives and board members beyond

their wildest dreams.

Thanks to Big Pharma’s successful regulatory capture of Government Health, and corrupt

bureaucrats’ willing compliance, it looks like the mRNA drug cartel will be completely off

the hook when it comes to compensating the countless Americans who were harmed by

their junk products.”

Timeline to Prevent Liability Gaps

Now that COVID-19 shots have been added to the schedule, expect to see the end of the public

health “emergency.” “The ‘emergency’ can now end,” Kirsch said. “They needed the emergency to be

able to create EUA approval which gave them liability protection as long as the emergency existed.

The emergency is no longer needed. The vaccine makers can now manufacture fully ‘approved’

vaccines and have complete liability protection forever.”

It's interesting to note, however, that the day before the ACIP vote, Dr. José Romero, the CDC’s

director of the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, said that the CDC was

not adding COVID-19 shots to the childhood schedule.

By the next morning, the CDC revealed that it was, in fact, adding them.  “CDC tried to hide what it

was doing until the last minute,” Nass wrote.  The question is, why? Why did the CDC make the

announcement now, when it doesn’t go into effect until 2023?

The answer could lie in creating the perfect timeline to prevent any gaps in liability for the vaccine

makers. Nass explained:

“The EUAs disappear when the emergency stops (the declarations stop, and they are being

renewed every 3 months). So yes, they want to be ready for the ending of the emergency,

and they want to seamlessly shift liability to the other liability shield, the Vaccine Injury

Compensation Program.

But that did not seem to require any action at this time. What might require action is

licensing the vaccines. Could it be possible that the FDA folk have said they won’t be

issuing any more licenses any time soon? There have not been announcements that PQzer

and Moderna have Qled the paperwork for licenses. Because, despite everything that has

happened, legally you really cannot mandate an experimental product.

If I were the mfrs’ or government’s lawyers, I would be making sure that the transition from

CICP [Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program] to VICP could happen

instantaneously, with no moment in time during which the mfrs and government program

planners were subject to liability. Putting it on the childhood schedule is necessary to move

the vaccine to the VICP.”

Will COVID-19 Shots Become Mandatory to Attend US Schools?

As far back as fall 2021, 60% of U.S. parents opposed adding COVID-19 shots to list of required

shots for school.  ACIP isn’t focused on appeasing parents’ wishes, however. ACIP committee

member Dr. Nirav Shah, director of the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention, told CNN

that adding COVID-19 shots to the CDC’s recommended vaccine schedule would not impact which

vaccines are required for school entrance:

“We recognize that there is concern around this, but moving Covid-19 to the recommended

immunization schedule does not impact what vaccines are required for school entrance, if

any … Indeed, there are vaccines that are on the schedule right now that are not required for

school attendance in many jurisdictions, such as seasonal infuenza. Local control matters,

and we honor that.

The decision around school entrance for vaccines rests where it did before, which is with

the state level, the county level and at the municipal level, if it exists at all. They are the

arbiters of what vaccines are required, if any, for school entry. This discussion does not

change that.”

This is lip service, however. California and Washington, D.C., have already announced that COVID-

19 shots would be mandatory for students,  and others are sure to follow. Malone said:

“Mainstream media is pretending that states determine what vaccines are used, but the

truth is that pediatricians use the CDC schedule and state public health ogcials use this

schedule. State public health systems use the schedule to determine which vaccines to

require for children to enter schools.

Yes, some states have more stringent requirements than others. Some states allow for

‘opt-outs,’ but in the end, most states follow the CDC guidelines. The ACIP functionally

establishes ‘standard of care’ in this area. Therefore, we can expect an even bigger home

schooling and private schooling boom.”

Governors from several U.S. states, however, have already spoken out, vowing not to mandate

COVID-19 shots for schoolchildren. Among them:

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, who stated, “As long as I am governor, in Florida there will not be a

COVID-19 vaccine mandate for children in our schools. That is your decision to make as a

parent. These are new shots. I get a kick out of it when people compare to MMR — things that

have been around for decades and decades.”

Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee, who tweeted, “I’ve always said mandates are the wrong approach, &

TN has led in pushing back on federal covid vaccine requirements. Thanks to our work with the

General Assembly, TN families won’t be impacted by today’s CDC vote. We'll continue to stand

for TN children & for personal freedom.”

Oklahoma Gov. Kevin Stitt, who similarly said, “Regardless of what the CDC says, as long as I

am governor, we will never force kids to get a COVID vaccine to go to school.”

Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey, who stated, “Here in Alabama, the parents make decisions when it

comes to their children’s health care. We do NOT mandate the covid shot for kids — nor will we

ever.”

Sen. Rand Paul also condemned the CDC’s decision, calling it “appalling”: “This is the same

committee that approved booster vaccines for children despite no evidence that COVID boosters

reduce transmission, hospitalization or death among children. Appalling!”

The CDC Is Corrupt and Can’t Be Trusted

The video above was produced in 2015, but it’s still relevant today and explains how bribery is

effectively legalized in the U.S., affecting laws that are meant to serve the people — but which

actually serve corporate donors.

The CDC cannot accept “commercial support,” but its foundation — The National Foundation for the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention — does accept “donations” for the beneWt of public

health.

A foundation is a nongovernmental entity that is typically established to make grants to institutions

or individuals for scientiWc and other purposes. Donors often give money to foundations instead of

to the institution itself, in part, because foundations have a Wduciary responsibility to represent the

donor’s interest.

As reported by “A Midwestern Doctor” on Substack, who remains anonymous, the CDC Foundation

has received close to $1 billion from corporate donors. Historical examples of these corrupt

donations include $60,000 a pesticide research Wrm prove the safety of two pesticides and more

than $1 million from Coca-Cola, which in turn received advice from a CDC staffer on how to stop

efforts to reduce sugar consumption worldwide.

So, Wnding out who funds The CDC Foundation gives clues as to where their allegiance lies — and

why the CDC and ACIP have voted to approve every vaccine presented to them, even when evidence

suggested they do otherwise. Who’s funding the CDC? Here’s a short list:

Vaccine pro?teers — The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, GAVI Alliance (created by Gates)

and Imperial College London

Vaccine Manufacturers — PWzer, AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson Foundation, Merck Sharp &

Dohme Corp., Gilead (remdesivir’s manufacturer)

Big Tech — Facebook, Google, Microsoft, PayPal

Further, many ACIP and CDC members have owned patents on the vaccines they’ve voted in favor

of. “Despite this,” a Midwestern Doctor noted, “They always claim these massive Wnancial conticts

of interest they held have not clouded their judgment on which vaccines they approved (which is

technically true since they almost always approve every vaccine that comes their way).

Providing royalty payments to bureaucrats responsible for pharmaceutical approvals is a slippery

slope that consistently incentives everyone within the federal bureaucracy to push through

dangerous and ineffective products.”

They added the commonly held belief that the move to add COVID-19 shots to the childhood

vaccination schedule was done despite the adverse effects it will have on children — for the

protection of the CDC’s funders, vaccine manufacturers:

“Many outside observers suspect this approval was done to shield the vaccine

manufacturers from the inevitable liability they were facing from the explosion of severe

injuries from the vaccines and mounting evidence the vaccines were fraudulently marketed

(e.g. they are not effective at preventing COVID-19 or transmission of the disease).

By being added to the schedule, this affords the COVID-19 manufacturers the absurd

protection that was enshrined by the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act a law

(brokered by Fauci) that removed the ability of those harmed by vaccines to sue vaccine

manufacturers for their injuries (and for parents of vaccine injured children to receive any

support or compensation for many vaccine complications).”

They’re Going After Kids for Liability Protection

Ron Paul put it simply when he spoke about the CDC on the “Liberty Report”: “They’re not our

friends. They’re not friends of liberty. They’re not friends of medicine. They’re certainly not friends

of kids. But do you know who their best friends are? The pharmaceutical companies.”

The addition of COVID-19 jabs to the childhood vaccine schedule shows the CDC has closed its

eyes to the risks these shots pose and is moving forward to protect its friends at all costs. “Now

there is no question whether these are public health professionals carefully considering decisions

for 334 million people. They are careerists who love vaccines and are blind to the consequences of

their actions. Blind is putting it charitably,” Nass said.

In a clip on Mikhaila Peterson’s podcast, shared by the “Liberty Report,” Robert Kennedy Jr. lays out

exactly why the CDC is intent on making COVID-19 shots routine for children:

“So they’re never going to market a vaccine, allow people access to a vaccine, an approved

vaccine, without getting liability protection. And now, the Emergency Use Authorization

vaccines have liability protection under the PREP Act and the CARES Act.

So as long as … you take an emergency use, you can’t sue them. Once they get approved,

now you can sue ’em, unless they can get it recommended for children. Because all

vaccines that are recommended, ogcially recommended for children get it, liability

protection. Even if an adult gets that vaccine. That’s why they’re going after kids.”

At this point, even though COVID-19 shots have been added to the childhood vaccine schedule, they

haven’t been mandated for school attendance in most states — yet. In the event that they are — and

even before that — it’s time for dissent. “This is regulatory agencies and their advisory committees

gone amuck,” Nass said. “Time for the people to stop consenting.”

Malone added, “Where do we go from here? It is time for an overhaul of the CDC, the ACIP, the FDA,

NIH, NIAID and the whole HHS enterprise. It is time for parents to take control back from the

state.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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It is a crime against humanity for children to be "vaccinated". The letter that CHD, along with Board Chairman and Lead Counsel Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr., sent to top public health odcials and the FDA, the Vaccine and Related Biologics Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) Urging

them to reject PWzer's application to the US for its COVID vaccine intended for children under 5 is denouncing a serious attack on

children's health: “We are writing to put you on notice that you should recommend this pediatric EUA vaccine to children under Wve years

old, CHD is poised to take legal action against you. CHD will seek to hold you accountable for recklessly endangering this population with

a product that has little, no, or even negative net edcacy but which may put them, without warning, at risk of many adverse health

consequences, including heart damage, stroke and other thrombotic events and reproductive harms.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/press-release/chd-and-robert-f-kennedy-jr-c..  infants-and-children-under-Wve/ (02/10/2022) Crime is higher

if the children are under 5 years old.

10 red tags in the risk-beneWt analysis of the request to inject children tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-tags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneWt

 Why should it be administered to vaccinate 6-month-old babies or 10-year-olds through an experimental vaccine that sends a genetic

code to their cells, but without safety data and based on trials that were not carried out with the duration required to adequately assess

the safety of the vaccine?

There is no reason to do so because the risk of harm to a child is negligible. Data from the American Academy of Pediatrics showed that

“children accounted for nearly 0% of all COVID-19 deaths, with 10 US states reporting zero child deaths.

www.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/childr..
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A major study has found that no healthy children in Germany aged 5 to 18 died from COVID-19 during the Wrst 15 months of the

pandemic, discrediting COVID vaccines for children. The study further found that the chances of a healthy 5- to 11-year-old child

requiring intensive care for COVID were about 1 in 50,000. greatgameindia.com/study-debunks-covid-shots-kids  OPEN LETTER

TO WA STATE BOARD OF HEALTH ON COVID19 SHOTS FOR CHILDREN. The reports submitted to VAERS are supported by over

1022 peer-reviewed medical articles (see references) that align with the list of expected side effects that were disclosed at the

FDA Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee. The potential side effects are listed. As part of my writing to

you, I have a few questions that I would like answered by Secretary Shah, his designee of him or the members of the DoH and the

BoH.

Im the link: www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-wa-state-board-health-covid19-shots-..  (2022) Corruption at CDC: US Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) pressured US regulators to approve COVID-19 boosters without clinical trial data, emails say

recently published. The emails show that “the CDC wanted the booster approved without a trial,” Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, a professor

of medicine at Stanford University, wrote on Twitter. www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-pushed-for-covid-19-boosters-without-clinica..

 10-27&utm_medium=email&est=%2Bp2S0ognZcABXss6OQKmbNTjXDMCAeKp%2B2bQjPZGWdzXLIy4vAOX409mjvpna9Ze

(10/26/2022)
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Gui, while the machine continues to push a narrative to keep, hold those consumed by Fear & have dutifully kept in step with the

prescribed Death March of Jab/s & boosters, starting from the very Wrst Jab, given the destructive nature of the Jab/s were too big

to ignore. Each round of boosters, despite each resulting in less participation, the carnage continued to grow ever worse. Too

extreme to ignore. Now the trickle of more complete information is turning into a stream and the dam of 'we are the science' is

developing severe cracks. Fauci and other key players have been cleared to be deposed. The schemers who brought us the opioid

epidemic, faulty heart medications, one phony plan-demic after another, race to throw up a shield to give themselves shelter from

the storm of truth becoming harder to deny each day, if not by the hour, minute.

There is so much, the stink of the rot of corruption festering for all of the last thirty-Wve, forty years is too much to ignore. It seems

their playbook has worked so well for so long the former easy slam dunks to avoid long term consequences has become too easy

to see. After taking all Globally, to reveal the Global Players, the Billionaire $ugar Daddy'$ & their resources to attack those seeking

or showing the truth - if enough, not necessarily 100% - enough- stick to what needs to be done have the clearest shot to possibly

clean up much corruption & lock up those who dream up such things.
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Guillermou, one thing that RFK forgot to mention as so-called "Side effect", are the perfectly and awfully violent seizures I have

seen in post-vax VICTIMS....in many youtube Wlms....again and again!! To suffer such things ongoing, would be worse than Indian

torture. Who would want to be alive? Who would have the strength to continually face that? Oh my god! This is violence par

extraordinaire! To deny such a euphemistically dubbed "Side effect" is utmost violence. It is time for the violent criminals to be

permanently imprisoned, at last. ~~(New paragraph)~~ Additional to the above, I now know of.....Wve people who came down with

sudden and overly aggressive breast cancer after, and not before, the vax...a teenager who went into a three month coma directly

after the vax.....a school teacher who died mysteriously within two weeks after the vax and who had been perfectly healthy

before....I have seen crazy car drivers cutting sharp angles in front of peoples' bumpers across three freeway lanes, almost every

day, ever since the vax and not before.....in a period of two months, I have seen THREE car crashes that are uncharacteristic of

times before the vax, with whacko, really whacko circumstances that would seem to be impossible unless the driver had died or

gone unconscious behind the wheel.

And I personally know several people who seem to have had personality changes since the vax.

So what the hell is going on? Is it time for this to STOP at last? Are we really the crazy ones for being even a tad concerned? I say,

scream from the rooftops! If I know of these cases myself, how many more are out there? It is really time for people to wake up!!!

The vaxes are NOT safe and are not even stopping disease or its transmission!
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Well expressed, JUST, yes, the government power, the research and communication media bought by the pharmaceutical

corporations are responsible. Most chronic and degenerative diseases, including cancer, are easily preventable through diet,

nutrition, sunlight and exercise, but none of these solutions are ever promoted because they don't make any money.

Pharmaceutical corporations have more tentacles than a giant octopus, suppressing independent research, intimidating scientists,

manipulating study designs, covertly writing scientiWc papers, catering to their needs, selectively selecting and publishing results

that meet their interests.

Independent institutions are silenced, agencies are restricted in their effectiveness, becoming manipulated by money pressure,

integrating into the "revolving door" between corporate and government employment, censoring honest scientists and withholding

information from the public. Intuence in Congress is evidenced by billions of dollars in lobbying and campaign contributions,

corporate interests are now managers of the scientiWc consensus, promoting laws that support corrupt science with partisan

policy making. The separation of legislative, executive, and judicial power is exacerbated as corporate interests have expanded

their intuence in the judicial system, used the courts to undermine science, and exploited judicial processes to intimidate and

silence scientists.

The end result is that the health system is based on the commercialization of pharmaceutical products through bribing doctors to

prescribe the poisons that the pharmaceutical industry has designed in response to a series of "invented" diseases. It is the end of

democracy, of the welfare state and of the great triumph of large corporations over social justice, over people's health over

contempt for society.
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CDC Adds COVID Jab to Childhood Immunization Schedule
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Unlicensed COVID-19 shots will be added to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult vaccine schedules after a unanimous (15-0) vote by

the U.S. CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices

)

By adding the shots to the vaccine schedule, it paves the way for U.S. schools to mandate them for attendance)

PWzer and Moderna, the shots’ makers, will also be granted permanent legal indemnity, which otherwise would have disappeared once

COVID-19 shots were no longer protected under emergency use authorization

)

Once the CDC recommends a shot for “routine administration to children or pregnant women,” it becomes liability free)

Even though COVID-19 shots have been added to the childhood vaccine schedule, they haven’t been mandated for school attendance in

most states — yet. In the event that they are — and even before that — it’s time for dissent and a complete overhaul of the CDC

)
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Guillermou
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Thank you Mirandola, all negative reactions to biological weapons should be reported every day by the CDC and the

"disinformation" media that the CDC controls. Children are highly affected by myocarditis. This study gives some necessary

information: URGENT Japan: Watanabe et al.; "SARS-CoV-2 vaccine and increased myocarditis mortality risk: A population based

comparative study in Japan"; remember, 'healthy vaccinee effect', deaths can be greater. “SARS-CoV-2 vaccination was associated

with higher risk of myocarditis death, not only in young adults but also in all age groups including the elderly.

Considering healthy vaccinee effect, the risk may be 4 times or higher than the apparent risk of myocarditis death. Underreporting

should also be considered. Based on this study, risk of myocarditis following SARS-CoV-2 vaccination may be more serious than

that previously reported.” palexander.substack.com/p/urgent-japan-watanabe-et-al-sars?utm_source=..  (10/21/2022) Dr. George

Fareed, who has treated more than 10,000 COVID patients with his early treatment protocol, reports that his long-distance COVID

rate is "almost zero." There are no hospitalizations or deaths if the patient starts the protocol early in the disease.

The bottom line is that long distance COVID is much easier to prevent than to cure and the simplest way to prevent it is to treat the

virus early with an effective protocol. The truth is the NIH and CDC demonized all early treatments to allow EUAs to be granted to

vaccine manufacturers. It is not surprising that with this information the credibility of the CDC and NIH is increasingly known by

people. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/early-treatment-reliably-prevents?utm_sourc..  (10/28/2022)
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Guillermou, JustSteve et al, please see my thread about pro-intammatory galectin 3 and remedies which, I ask the question, may

be helpful with COVID.
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So many lost opportunities right from the start, in the middle to right now suppressing valid avenues needing to be pursued.

mirandola, found your link down deeper below current discussions. Perhaps it will move up as the day goes on? The other day

someone expressed to me, it seems obvious they are taking out as much of the oldest population as they can. After retection, it

seems a younger set has been focused on too, as they would be the ones who normally would be defending all, or caretakers for

those ill.
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Good morning Gui! I want so badly to believe in the good hearts of people who saw the crisis and want to truly help. But knowing

what we know about Fauci's treatment of Kennedy when Trump allowed Kennedy to dig in on facts about the safety, edcacy, and

side effects of vaccine - I have no trust in this organization. It's still the same old battle cry: the majority will beneWt. However,

we've seen this is not the case! The stats and data you refer to CLEARLY show this! Thank you for the links! So what would be their

reasoning aside from the crazed Fauci who has zero sense?!!!!

I try and read and look into all this with my eyes open and try to feel what they are thinking from their side of the spectrum. I can't

see it. Aside from money and future patients (and the whole heart thing scares me for our children) ... the med industry HAS RUN

AMOK! They don't tell mothers to stop feeding their children fast food! No sugar! Get them into the sun and get them exercising!!!

No ... every day I see our children hooked to their electronics and video games, etc. What we are doing to our children is a travesty

unparalleled.
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Yes, Tracy, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has spoken with the administration of President Donald Trump about establishing a commission

to investigate vaccine safety, Kennedy said today at a news conference at the National Press Club in Washington, DC. When Trump

was president, Kennedy was summoned on January 10 to meet with the then president-elect and left Trump Tower in New York

City to tell the press that Trump had asked him to head a "vaccine safety" commission. and scientiWc integrity". Within hours, a

Trump spokesman qualiWed Kennedy's remarks, saying the president "is exploring the possibility of forming a commission on

autism ...

however, no decisions have been made." The spokesman added that Trump was discussing "all aspects of autism with many

groups and individuals." www.science.org/content/article/robert-f-kennedy-jr-says-vaccine-safet..  (2017) Yes, we have to listen

better to our body and start with good eating habits and healthy lifestyles from childhood. We had an obesity pandemic that

increased the risk of serious manifestations of Covid-19 and with the draconian measures the situation is now more serious. In

2020, 16 US states had adult obesity rates equal to or greater than 35%, compared to 12 states the year before.

The changing numbers may be related in part to the coronavirus pandemic, which "changed eating habits, worsened levels of food

insecurity, created barriers to physical activity and increased stress," according to the Trust for America's Health report. Since the

pandemic began, 42% of adults in the US have reported gaining an unwanted amount of weight, according to a Harris survey

conducted in February 2021. US adults have reported gaining an average 29 lbs.

www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2021-09-15/the-pandemic-has-w..
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Thank Gui! I know alcohol sales went up also! I know habits turned real bad for some, and I keep hearing reports coming in of an

unsurpassed lethargy is certain folks, which could simply be the side effect of too much drinking - or maybe some real, inherent

changes inside a vax'd person's body that needs that numbing to calm it down. I keep wondering!
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I don't think there's anything left to say that hasn't already been said 100 times, Gui. Pure EVIL has overtaken this society. There are

no more rules, no more morality, no more decency, no more accountability...there is; however - growing chaos. Let's not forget

about the "Order Out of Chaos" agenda. I've been seeing a lot of strange behaviour in people, and I recall reading about many

people exhibiting bizarre behaviour after taking the nanobot shot...something to consider. Am I the only one witnessing the Zombie

Apocalypse?

I passed a woman in a mask, on the sidewalk yesterday and as she glared at me, I could see nothing but intense fear in her eyes!

Nothing will ever be the same in this society - ever! -- BTW; the latest "fad" that will never end, is the practice of riding electric bikes

and scooters (they're multiplying like cockroaches!), owned and rented. The rented ones, of course, are part of "The Great Reset"

(You will own nothing - you will share everything). Either people see what's really going on - or they don't.
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If Covid shots become mandated for school participation, then it is time for likeminded parents to keep their children out of public

school and hire private credentialed teachers to conduct classroom learning.
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First took me forever to get more answers: entire vaccine program is under a revolution, every childhood vaccn is intended to be

swept away, replaced with mRNA technology. More than 100 new shots are already in development pipeline. You need to read like

crazy and stumble until picture becomes clearer. A lot of the puzzle pieces are known, most notably one video clip (from a vaxxn

2019 conference held in New York with the likes of Dr Fauci, Margaret Hamburg, Dr. Rick Bright from Barda and several others)

where the NY Times reporter hosting the expert panel says "Then We need to blow the entire system up!" - More pieces fall

together from Dr Robt Malone's video presentation and substack article 2 days ago.

~ Per Dr. Malone, US DoD and DARPA intention has been (from 2008 - 09) to create a new technology platform, where mRNA will

be used for all shots, with the ability to change the program to quickly suit the needed pandemic - no matter what gets cooked up

from whichever lab or basement tinkerer. Mr. Malone explains the difference between "platform" and "program" - then wade

through his careful wordsmithing to realize the "dream of DARPA" to "protect" the military and the populace. This is the thrust of all

recent decisions, frankly, it appears they could care less how many are injured or die within 3 days of injection.

Team Enigma shows poorly manufactured, badly contaminated shots. That non-uniformity is also of no concern as the military is

using all their support and power to build a new, texible platform, where mRNA platform for shots is set, approved; therefore new

shots could be quickly altered to suit any new antigen without any further animal or human testing. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Whatever you

assume has been occurring, it takes 5 or 6 hours of different interviews to put this altogether. They repeatedly deny injuries and

deaths, ignoring VAERS and other reporting, yet their new $$ billions technology platform is a clear failure for humankind. Brutal

for now.
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Randy, you are full of wit: "The rented ones, of course, are part of "The Great Reset" (You will own nothing - you will share

everything). Either people see what's really going on - or they don't. " Regarding biological weapons against children, RFK Jr. called

it "an act of child abuse on a grand scale." The ostensible justiWcation for forcing entire populations to participate in medical

experiments is the “emergency” of the COVID plandemic. MRNA vaccines are only allowed under an Emergency Use Authorization.

But not only is the emergency phase of the pandemic obviously over, there was never a child health emergency to begin with.

A Nature Medicine study using the British National Health Service's National Infant Mortality Database found the death rate from

COVID in children to be .0002%, or about two in a million. And of that shrinking number of deaths, three-quarters involved chronic

health conditions, two-thirds had multiple comorbidities, and 60% had life-limiting conditions. 1 in 780 German children under the

age of 5 REQUIRES HOSPITALIZATION due to a serious adverse event after PWzer's COVID mRNA injections.

Deaths are extremely rare. COVID mRNA vaccines are still classiWed as experimental. That means the CDC is trying to force

American children to participate in a science experiment, a blatant violation of the Nuremberg Code.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/10/new-study-1-780-german-children-5-req..  www.ncmd.info/.../covid-deaths-children-rare

 www.lewrockwell.com/2022/10/no_author/massacre-of-the-innocents-cdc-in..  (10/28/2022)
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Yes HAR... or it is the parents who learn to educate their children as Sue and Tracy propose. The self-knowledge of parents

transmitted in the education of their children is fundamental for an approach to reality, it constitutes one of the main experiences

of well-being because one cannot really know if critical thinking is not developed. Self-knowledge in childhood has the advantage

that this inner world can be educated through positive thoughts that lead to valuable actions and generate a positive character in

society.
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Thanks ROSE, yes, planned genocide. As Dr. Mercola Posted, Drugmakers Test New mRNA Vaccines, Despite Evidence of 'Serious

Danger' Gene-based COVID-19s are a disaster in the making. mRNA-based "vaccines" have been in the works for years and have

never been perfected. Now suddenly, despite evidence of grave danger, several mRNA "vaccines" are in the works. Among them is

a combination of RNA COVID tu vaccines, which is currently being tested in ferrets, and several different mRNA seasonal

intuenza vaccines, which have already entered human trials. As The Verge reported on July 7: Moderna CEO Stephanie Bancel

said the company hopes to create combination vaccines to protect against several different infections at the same time, such as

intuenza, COVID-19, and other respiratory infections: What we do know is that conventional tu vaccines have the potential to

cause viral interference with COVID mRNA injections, essentially making you more likely to get severe COVID-19 if you have

received a conventional tu vaccine.

. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/drugmakers-new-mrna-tu-vaccines-e..  (07/20/2022) Scientists have been researching to

create mRNA and distribute it through food.

Scientists are now studying whether or not they can turn edible plants into mRNA vaccine factories. PWzer whistleblower Karen

Kingston spoke about developing vaccines through food consumption. “What Joe Biden is saying is that in the New World Order,

they’re gonna reduce the population, whether we are compliant with it or not,” Kingston said. She added that there's evidence

available that shows scientists have taken a chimera-weaponized mRNA and made it edible in lettuces, tomatoes and other forms

of food. www.brighteon.com/7d11132a-47e0-4b75-8e19-35af6d21c1e5
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HI Gui, a brief cameo appearance of JFK in the 2nd part of recent Jeff Hayes movie TRAF - the real Anthony Fauci - and if you blink,

you will miss this! Included are still shots of JFK being briefed by (2) 5-star generals who "won WWII", who suggested bombing and

killing Americans and blaming it on the Cubans, in order to justify an invasion of Cuba. As the story goes, JFK walked out mid-way

through the brieWng without saying a thing, except whispering to his aide something about being humans. Recently, we know

reports from Ukraine are that this happened in several cities, where Ukrainian soldiers Wred on their own people and blamed it on

the Russians. And its occurring in Iran during recent protests of the death of that young woman who was taken into custody over a

month ago. This "war on your own populace thing" needs to end! Sorry, Bambi does not live here anymore.
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Rose. In the face of so much pain, death and suffering in Ukraine and throughout the world due to biological weapons misnamed

"vaccines" let's put a dose of constructive humor with one of the doctors most appreciated by Dr. Mercola, Dr. Pierre Kory,

President & Chief Medical Odcer Front-Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN IVERMECTIN "ADVOCATE" In

my version of Robert Malone's "Friday Funnies," I thought I would share a humorous email exchange I had with a massive list-serv

group of physicians on the topic of ivermectin and horse poop.

pierrekory.substack.com/p/a-day-in-the-life-of-an-ivermectin?utm_sourc..  (10/28/2022) And classic Dr. Malone Friday humor:

FRIDAY FUNNIES: MONSTER MASH. Journalists and zombies

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/friday-funnies-monster-mash?utm_source=post-..
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Thanks Gui, the horse paste is great, and I have the link to the "grab a seat" cartoon on my phone. And despite all this crap, you've

gotta maintain a sense of humor, no matter how dark things may be right now!
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This must all be a ploy to see if the American people will stand for it or not. Accept it and there will be more. Defy it and we will be

stronger. The CDC must be brain dead for they themselves have admitted that the vaccines do not work and know that more

people are dying from the vaccines than from the virus itself. I say get rid of this useless organization. Now!
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Mirandola, I, too, see personality changes, and some very rapid aging going on as well. Some seem to have aged 10 years in the

past two years.
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HARD HELL NO!!! to these Demon$ of Death!!! Center for DEATH & CORRUPTION !!! Hands OFF our Kids!!!! Mama Bears RISEUP & protect

YOUR CUBS !!!!
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Yes, it is necessary to protect mothers and their babies from infertility, abortions and the degradation of the child's immune

system, in addition to other fatal consequences due to the corruption in the CDC's vaccine advisory committee, by voting

unanimously (15 -0) recommend adding COVID-19 vaccines for children up to 6 months of age to the new childhood and

adolescent immunization schedule, to be implemented in February 2023. Commenting on Wodi's statement, Dr. Meryl Nass said :

"And that was it. Without legal justiWcation.

No moral or ethical justiWcation. And deWnitely no medical or scientiWc justiWcation." Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., said: “This reckless

action is Wnal proof of the cynicism, corruption and capture of an eleven exemplary public health agency. ACIP members have

again demonstrated that fealty to their pharma overlords eclipses any residual concerns they may harbor for child welfare or public

health. “This is an act of child abuse on a massive scale.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/childhood-covid-vaccine-schedule/?..  (10/20/2022)
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Well said, I was thinking along those same lines, probably wouldn't of use hell or demons, but I'm beginning to suspect there is

nothing to keep these assholes in check, apart from us, so 'Demon$ of Death' it is
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Right, Rebel Chick. The CDC's must mean: Criminal Deaths & Corruption. Recently a NY Court Declared Vax Mandates

Unconstitutional; Said That Shots Don’t Stop Infection or Spread. So, they are useless and against the constitution to force them on

children. Also, the shots are harmful. Dr. Paul Marik said: “The spike protein is probably one of the most toxic proteins the human

body has ever seen.” In this 8 minute MUST SEE video clip Dr. Paul Marik explains the dangers of a buildup of spike protein in the

body, from intammation to brain damage and autoimmune diseases. twitter.com/.../1584692426790211586
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Not a mama bear, but GRRRRRR!!!! Protect the cubs and we get a bonus and protect the people.
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With gain of function research going on, it really is the Center for Disease Out-of-Control. And there is a purpose to that. It is called

proWteering. And if they deny any contict of interest, they are blatantly...lying, and blatantly, violently unethical and also, unethically

violent, considering the side effects and deaths...denied by none other than the Centers for Disease Out-Of-Control. They really

want these viruses in circulation, patented, developed, so they can make more money on more and more vaccines. Scaring the

people half to death is their strategy to earn big bucks. And controlling the world is their means to their proWteering end. The only

way this will stop is when the people themselves, stop being the hand that claps back.
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You're speakin' my language there!! They are CLEARLY overstepping with this!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And mirandola said "I personally know several people who seem to have had personality changes since the vax." And I also see

this, the old have new stage 4 cancers, while the rest are being turned into robots, especially the kids.... EX DEA & DIA odcer The

Prather Point did a show about this jeffreyprather.com/dont-miss-this-episode

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:47:28 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202 - I agree! Mirandola - yes - I see it so much, and it's almost hard to unsee!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:56:37 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, This is for everyone, as the full interview of Dr Paul Marik on Epoch Times is of speciWc interest. If you focus solely on the

money, for sure the failure of the basic mRNA concept/theory is far more dastardly. Dr Marik does a clear job of tossing Jan, his

interviewer back in his chair, and outlining many symptoms including a focus on widespread neurological symptoms they (the

tccc) has seen stemming from these shots. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ If you want a comparison, the best appears to be the outcome of 17 years

of that failed Anthrax shot the US Military forced on their enlisted troops. The results from that program were about 1 million

injuries and 35,000 deaths (OF THEIR OWN MILITARY PERSONNEL).

Can you assume they care about you, me, your kids or grandkids hearts, brains, potential birth defects or cumulative damage or

the US DOJ or even the legal system? Nyet, nope, nein, no. Everyone needs an upgrade to see this attack on humanity is coming

from the inside. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hope this link works: Dr. Paul Marik: Spike-Related Diseases, Gaslighting of the Vaccine Injured,

and the Suppression of Early Treatment: www.theepochtimes.com/dr-paul-marik-spike-related-diseases-gaslighting..
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Government should not be Co-Parenting our children. It is unconstitutional, and it should be obvious that we the people are not

being represented. " NO Taxation without representation", so don't pay taxes. Oh, I almost forgot, Fire Them All.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:05:51 PM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m getting ready for work and now I can barely focus my heart is pounding so hard. “NOT MY GRANDCHILDREN” is all that’s processing.

MF’s aren’t getting away with this atrocity!!! Grandparents unite!! We’ll come up with a solution.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 5:13:01 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love your proactive thought KatNDogNCo! Superb! We really need proactivity and groups to brainstorm. Thank you for your

positive solutions! Much needed, and also, required. Will people on this forum please stop ranting and start posting solutions such

as the one above? Thank you all, sheesh.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Call to seniors to change course. Who is in a better position, economically and passionately, than seniors to afford this Wght

against tyrannical totalitarian governments? Seniors, it is our duty to protect our children. Despite what you have been told, it is not

the other way around. We put them in this world, they did not ask us to be born.Beside,how many more years do we have left to

live? And for a few extra years of unprecedented uncertainty and being used by governments as pawns, we are endangering the

lives of our children and grandchildren and condemning them to a lifelong enslavement?

What is the worst that could happen? We could be beaten up or pay the ultimate sacriWce, but it would all be worth it; it is our duty

to defend our children's freedom. Would you rather see your children die defending you or would you rather die defending you

children? This is a worldwide call to seniors to organize in peaceful protest for the freedom of their children and grandchildren and

future generations. SENIORS UNITE.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said, katndognco, the Pharmaceutical MaWa and their institutional allies are playing gods of disease medicine. The support is

the pharmaceutical maWa and the corruption of the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which medical health is now

based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune system with the support of traditional medicines. We cannot allow

technology to dominate the existence of the human being, we are biology and we must respect our immunological integrity in

order to defeat diseases and not degenerate the human race. Man was created to fully respect his humanity.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, I soooo agree! I hope my daughter and son-in-law at least take a little time to peruse this article and watch the videos. Hands

off my grandkids!!!!!!!!
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There is also a plethora of materials for the homeschooling parent as well as resource centers and organizations that lend and direct.

TATRAS -- Teach America to Read And Spell -- had my Wrstborn reading "University" on a street sign as one of his Wrst words in

kindergarten. Discovering gems like this is a mom's version of a candy store! Just driving around town reading signs rather than being

locked in a classroom can of itself be a real life education. Please consider and pray about this for your family!
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You can start reading to your child still in the womb. They will feel the rhythm and cadence of written language. As you said, street

signs are an excellent resource for the alphabet and words. You never have to buy books as nearly every town has a library with

hundreds to many thousands of titles. You select according to your values and allow others to do the same. Read to them with

expression and let them see the words on the page.  High school Jr-Sr students are excellent sources of language exposure.  My

3rd grader had Latin lessons from a high school senior and we formed a Spanish language class for 2nd grade neighborhood

children in our rural area, from a retired Spanish teacher. Resources are abundant if you look.
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Interestingly therefore, the 'powers that shouldn't be' seem to be shooting themselves in the foot. Without the indoctrination of the school

system, they run the risk of the next generation of home-schooled children growing up with the ability to think. Once you have a

population able to use logic and critical thought then they will no longer slavishly follow the diktats of a corrupt and morally bankrupt

world governmental system.
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Yes, SUE, It can be a great advantage if parents are not infected by lies and the constant bombardment of information about the

virus and the number of infections, deaths, new strains, etc. that Fauci's tu has caused a greater state of anxiety, generating

immediate effects on mental and immune health. Have much larger and treacherous effects on our psychology and behavior. The

problem is always the emotions that accompany the state of insecurity for the future: anxiety, fear, irritability, resignation until

reaching depression. They are all caused by our “futures”. All of them have to do with our resilience or the ability to face adversity,

our tolerance for a negative event to happen.

In fact, this low tolerance is so frequent, that for many and many they resign. We are now in a humanity imprisoned by two very

wide windows: menticide and cognitive dissonance as tension or anxiety that individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes

contict with what they do. Favoring the development of children with parents who are aware of the truth of science provides free

and whole children through the consolidation of self-esteem, personal dignity, freedom and responsibility and the formation of

future citizens with their own criteria, respectful, participatory and supportive, who know their rights, assume their duties and

develop civic habits so that they can exercise citizenship effectively and responsibly.

The self-knowledge of parents transmitted in the education of children is essential for an approach to reality, it constitutes one of

the main experiences of well-being because you cannot really know if they do not develop critical thinking. Self-knowledge in

childhood has the advantage that you can educate this inner world through positive thoughts that lead to valuable actions and

generate a positive character in society.
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Sue, at this point the Everest Mountain of evidence of corruption is so huge, it would seem this round they have done more than

shoot themselves in the foot, they have blown away their legs from the knees down. The fact this has carried on for the most of

three years and its roots reach back decades if not longer, show the corruption is so deep and widespread. This behavior doesn't

stop at Big Pharma$ feet, but the exposure pulls back the curtain on much of the rest of it. This may open the door to clean house.
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Sue, in addition many of the people will be dependent on the government to pay their bills.
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Interesting. I was on the tail edge of persecution when I started home schooling my kids 30 + years ago. The whole argument then

was "how will your kids get socialized?" If I had a dime for every time I heard the word socialization, I would be a millionaire, truly!

Now relatives and friends come to me (who were horribly against homeschooling )and tell me I did the right thing. It is good to see

that homeschooling is now not considered "out there." Public schools are done. There is no redeeming the institution anymore. And

the teacher's union has a lot to do with that!
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We love our adult children and perhaps our grandchildren even more. I've told them that if they allow the covid jabs to be given to our

grandchildren they can expect NO MORE help from us. Bad choices usually have bad consequences. The 3 letter agencies and the

medical complex can no longer be trusted.
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Wow! It’s refreshing to see this stance. I know too many grandparents who were cajoled into taking the jab because the threat of

not seeing their grandbabies was too much. You go!
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For anyone experiencing a sudden spasm of panic and overwhelm that homeschooling is beyond their capability, please let me offer this

encouragement. Twenty years ago I began my own venture into that path, aware of the fact that even then the school system had veered

too much away from academics and into the affective domain of attitudes, values and beliefs (hence all the assessment testing -- to

assess value, like property, rather than knowledge and reasoning skills). Armed with a clear conviction that it was the "right" thing to do

and with a trust in God's grace to make up for my lack, I soon discovered that it wasn't "homeschooling" so much as it was

"parent-directed learning." Yes, much was done at the kitchen table, but there was immense help from a community full of other parents

and professionals who offered their expertise in the form of classes, co-ops, activities and sports associations.

I felt compelled at the very least to teach my children to communicate effectively through speech and in writing, and opportunities for

public speaking and debate, creative writing with a group of peers, speech competitions and group presentations seemed to come from

every direction.

I brought my own strengths and talents to the table while others brought theirs. In the many times I felt alone, with a husband who was

accepting of our lifestyle but not a participant and with grandparents who thought we were going to raise the offscouring of society, God's

grace carried me through and propelled my three children into law, medicine, and science.

Studies have proven that children whose parents received little education often outperform their public school peers. When one of my

children came down with an ailment that wiped out three years of high school, only to rebound in her senior year to take the top grades in

a community college EMT program and then soar through nursing school, I learned that the solid foundation from all previous years was

preparation enough.Grace too!
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For those of you who are concerned their children or grandchildren "won't Wt in society" by being homeschooled, that is the whole

idea! Why do you want your loved ones to be as incapable and dysfunctional as everyone else? When a homeschooled child

graduates, they see the world for what it truly is. A government school graduate, by comparison, cannot see the forest from the

trees. Schools no longer exist. They are now indoctrination centers. Worried that your homeschooled children won't develop social

skills? Visit any school and observe the children in the halls.

They all have their heads inside their phones! Hypnotized. That is not socializing. Also, when you homeschool, you teach your

children important life lessons, not just textbook information. Homeschooled children LEARN and RETAIN valuable, useful

KNOWLEDGE, not just the ability to be able to pass a quiz or test. When homeschooled children Wnish their education, they are far

advanced over their "competition" and are much more qualiWed to be hired and remain employed. Also much more capable of

starting and operating their own business.

Homeschooled people possess uncommon common sense and question everything instead of blindly following the (blind) crowd.

They know the difference between right and wrong, good and bad and are capable of making the right decisions. It's your

responsibility and your choice. Either raise your children the right way or turn them over to the government to have them become

compliant zombies. You are completely responsible for their lives. Will you choose the easy way or the right and best way?
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HOMESCHOOL and/or hire a retired teacher(s).
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Don't go anywhere near the mRNA clot shot even if it means home schooling your kids. They won't be tattening a curve with this poison,

they will be tattening your child's pulse.
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Home school or leave the US? If that is the nature of the contract, 'get jabbed with the slow-kill poison death jab, or no school for your

children' then there is really no choice, no school is the obvious answer.
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Or move to one of the states mentioned in the article.
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Makes me wonder if they'll give exemptions the way they've done in most states regarding childhood vaccines. Kind of like, "If

you're totally paranoid about covid, we'll offer this to you - but you can back out if you want.
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The CDC must be retired. it has been doing some things for years, which appear to be illegal. Researchers in this organization obtain

patents on their research;and make huge amounts of money..on taxpayer funded research. .This is not right!
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Center for DEATH & CORRUPTION is 100% compromised in a circle of Deception & ProWt$$$ They need to go back to Hell from

whence they slivered! They are coming after OUR KIDS !!! This is the LINE !!! We WILL protect OUR BABIES & will Hold this PURE

EVIL back!!!! PS I know 8 mothers who lost their babies via miscarriage via C19 Injecticide four months to eight months DEAD!
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Yes, manifest corruption of the CDC and FDA. Vaccines are perhaps the most proWtable for the pharmaceutical industry, since the

corporations have total immunity from "doing harm" or being sued in the corresponding courts of law. The CDC is operating in a

complete contict of interest by publicly promoting vaccines as part of a commercial agenda with Wnancial rewards for those who

promote them. www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/  In the way of poisons we have another ally the

FDA. Most Americans barely know the real 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to know it.

Regulate everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary

products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA has its hands full, not to mention regulating

vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. Over the decades, the FDA has attempted to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in

America that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and timeline of the corruption.

www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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The Center for Disease Out-of-Control. Based on gain of function research, for the sake of vaccine proWts. It is beyond illegal, it is

violent crime and insurrection against the Constitution of the United States, ie treason. It must be prosecuted, and punished, as

such.
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I hate to say it rebel but still many of these parents are brainwashed. Even if there’s hardcore evidence the shot was to blame for a

death or bad adverse reaction, they still blame something elseor use the media’s fave expression “no one knows why”. Like really?

 So..i truly hope the parents who go along with this shot bs dont care about having grandchildren! Bc the goal is depopulation by

whatever means. Thats another reason they want to confuse the kids in what’s supposed to be school as to what sex they are and

all that other “woke” bs, bc then chances are much lower of them ever procreating. Sad.
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Fauci said he wouldn't retire until it made the childhood vaccine schedule. So I'm not surprised. Regarding homeschooling - I did it, mostly

because I moved to a small southern town with no infrastructure (came down from Michigan) ... anyways - I was going to put them in

High School, but many states offer dual enrolment for free or at least half off the regular price. So technically, I only homeschooled them

until 16. One is getting her master's right now, the other is a junior and one is a freshman (didn't dual enroll her, she did something

different).

I am not a teacher, but I did get my hands on some good curriculum and we also tried on homeschool co-ops, but honestly, those 'after

school' lessons in dance, music, basketball, karate, ... you name it, we did it! And it was a blast. We literally did so much, we had to Wt in

time to homeschool hahaha! I didn't grade them (sh!! don't tell anyone) ... I told them, learn it for you. My youngest read textbooks for fun

- and her recall from that is off the charts. She said the people around her in college are zombies. She thought she was going to be the

dumbest because her IDEA of school was that these were all going to be hardened learners.

And as it turns out, no one remembers jack. So there. If you think you're not good enough, remember who taught them potty training!

hahaha... And by the way, teaching them to read (well, they really taught themselves, I was just there to answer sounds) felt way better

than teaching them to potty. hahaha... I'm just saying, you can do this! BUT Hillary C. was a threat to homeschoolers - so that will probably

be on the chopping block eventually.
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Fauci said he was stepping down from being the Director of the NIAID and that he was NOT retiring! He has other goals that are

even more corrupt in nature than his research on AIDS/SARS/EBOLA/COVID.
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Tracy, I am sure you will be an excellent teacher, for your motivation and knowledge. Hopefully this lawsuit goes ahead: This can

be a good start:: The attorneys general of Louisiana and Missouri and other plaintiffs asked a U.S. court in a recent motion to allow

them to depose Fauci, President Joe Biden's chief medical adviser; FBI special agent Elvis Chan; former White House press

secretary and current MSNBC pundit Jen Psaki; Surgeon General Vivek Murthy, to Biden appointee; and Rob Flaherty, deputy

assistant to the president. They also want to question Wve other odcials, including Carol Crawford, chief of the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention's (CDC) Digital Media Branch.

www.theepochtimes.com/states-seek-to-depose-fauci-other-top-odcials-..

 email&utm_campaign=mb-2022-10-18-ai-28&src_cmp=mb-2022-10-18-ai-28&est=VLfHxpuHRLBb%2BshaVBwh%2BqDg9DOjo%2

FlVpRPXBmS8Wc9QLsDbnUZMP4%2BPWI4be1wu (10/16/2022) More information on the CENSORSHIP COLLUSION LAWSUIT

AGAINST FAUCI. A glass of the order is included. reclaimthenet.org/fauci-to-be-deposed-as-part-of-censorship-collusion-..

 (10/22/2022) UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA MONROE DIVISION

docs.reclaimthenet.org/order-granting-request-for-depositions.pdf
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Thanks Gui! I did my best and I'm entering a new phase of life (alongside Covid haha) ... GO LOUISIANA! JamNjim - that's sad news

for this day :( I really wished (thought) he was gone.
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Louisiana ehh? Two of my favorite TV Louisiana reality docs. on OTA, HDTV's DEFY or Quest Channels are "Billy the Exterminator"

about an environmentally friendly pest control outWt", www.aetv.com/.../billy-the-exterminator  , and "Swamp People",

www.history.com/.../swamp-people  , who hunt and "Wsh" alligators for a living during a 30 day period in the Fall, to conserve and

harvest the meat and hides, and some of who also hunt and Wsh (boar, shrimp, gar, etc) for a living the rest of the year. I didn't know

people ate (organic ?) gator meat until I watched this program. I wonder what gator tastes like ... chicken ??? :-)
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Shout out to you lovestosing6! Awesome! Kiddos here also homeschooled by my daughter. Nineteen-yr-old now running a

successful business from home. Fourteen-yr-old writes and “teaches” others like a college professor. Neither ego driven—it’s just

“who” they are and have grown into. Lots of friends and socialization too; 14 yr old doesn’t have a cell phone and doesn’t want one.

When the C19 lockdowns came, my daughter was able to help other moms navigate the homeschool protocols. Most of the moms

were scared and didn't have a clue how to proceed.
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Yep. Fauxchi will stop at nothing. Or his WIFE. And if u know nothing about HER i suggest u research that as an eye opener.  But As

ive been saying from day one, hes nothing but a MAD SCIENTIST!
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WATCH OUT!!! Our family is being targeted and harassed by Mexico's Military with Foreign help from Germany for simply expressing our

opinions of the COVID Vaccine. We've been harassed by uniformed and un-uniform soldiers, it's crazy what just being honest gets you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 3:46:54 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry you're experiencing this. So many people have lost their freedoms.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:04:36 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mexico has always been viewed by Germany in both World Wars as a potential ally. I maintained a radio facility in southern NM

whose building was built by the U.S. Gov. in WWII as one of many observation posts against a possible Axis invasion from Mexico.

But by the time the building project was Wnished, WWII was over. The shame of it all is, just like Russia, Mexico has a good natural

agricultural attitude towards keeping out Monsanto et al, and also has many friendly natural health practitioners as well, which

may seem contrary to your Covid report.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:13:10 AM
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, there does seem to be two comp different sides of the coin here where Mexico is concerned. At least as far as opinion goes.

So which is the truth. I wonder.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:18:33 PM
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It remains my opinion that this statement; - “In March 2020, the federal government invoked the PREP Act, which gave PWzer and

Moderna a tort liability shield due to the declared public health emergency,’ which the government is reportedly going to revoke in early

2023. The companies’ emergency use authorization shots have since been protected by the federal government through this 2005

congressional action.” . . . is not valid. That my own work; deWning that if a government agency does not act to the highest ethical

standards, it becomes ultra vires; beyond the law. (See The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective, Chapter 12, The responsibilities

of government). will stand in ALL circumstances.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 3:24:16 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fully agreed! Thank you Chris Coles! You said it well. The emergency invocation in general is being over-used, and for purposes of

grabbing illegitimate power based on either lies or cognitive distortions, or both. Either way it is engaging in insurrection against

the law, and being used as a means to topple it and gain power and control as dictator. Frightening people into submission and

acceptance is core strategy,and a criminal activity of its own. How many people would have the heart to do that? These are not

good people. It is time for people to wake up, at last.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 6:40:17 AM
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youngsankang
Joined On 2/15/2012 5:04:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we stop them from killing our children or anyone?
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How do we stop them from killing our children or anyone?
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Invoke the facts, invoke the law, and hold them to it. We pay our tax dollars. I have seen powers that be turn around when the law

was politely invoked. Ignorance and silence are not our saving graces.
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Homeschool or leave the country. I feel like there are few options.
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Stop the tow of dollars from big pharma or it’s beneWciaries to media,  academia,  regulators, pols, NGOs, governmental

institutions’ leaders and boards Bring charges of crimes against humanity against all of the above. No plausible deniability.  Offer

one shrinking chance to completely cooperate for consideration in sentencing.
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Arm yourself. Actions speak louder than words. They still haven't shut up about Jan-6th and those people were unarmed. The next

time that happens everyone needs to be heavily armed and actually overthrow the government. That's when we can DEFUND the

CDC, FDA, NIH, NIAID, USDA, FBI, CIA, IRS, and all the other alphabet soup bureaucracies! I'm for putting them all in chains and

making them do real work. The ones that are too obese and disabled we use them as mRNA-jab pin cushions.
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A agree with SaritaSarah, I home schooled all 3 of my kids. I did this in 3 different states since we moved a bit. Each state has it's

own rules, just Wnd out what they are. In CA at that time, we had to declare a school name, a teacher, and a principal - I was the

teacher, my husband the principal, and I let the kids help make up a name for the school. I Wlled out a single page form and sent it

in. Later on, CA sent a hate letter telling me how we were in violation of I-don't-remember-what, and were harming our children and

I Wled it with all my other paperwork and I never heard another word about any of it. A lady elsewhere in our county decided to

ignore that little form and her children were removed from the family for a time while they were "investigated." My advice?

Give the idiot state what it wants until such time as it violates your beliefs and rights. Don't pick a Wght, just be ready for one. There

were curricula and home schooling fairs where you could talk to people and Wnd the best materials, I don't know if that's still done

now, but they're also on line. Look up HSLDA - Home School Legal Defense Association. If I had it to do over again, I would, and I'd

be less worried about all of it. My kids all went to college, my daughter is at Harvard, I did not harm my children by home schooling

them and neither will any parent who believes it's in the child's best interest.
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Did anyone ever doubt the outcome of the vote? Of course not, the Wx was in. With big pharma paying and bribing its way through

regulation, there was never any question of the vote outcome. What we have here is a perfect example of fascism, the line between

government and corporate interests has been erased. They are one and the same.
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Kind of proves “follow the science” was a crock of S**t.
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Especially since the word SCIENCE has lost its true meaning now. So sad.
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So-called mRNA "vaccines" and indeed, vaccines all around, are not the sole solution to treat a disease or prevent it. If there was no

over-reach and imposition of unconstitutional gag orders clogging the information highway, then natural medicine would be front burner

and not back burner medicine. I am not suggesting that one natural remedy alone may help with COVID, but I am asking if the right

combination of remedies, suited to individualized needs, indeed may be useful.A) I do wonder about the role of elderberry in this COVID

era. One study found that it bound to the H1N1 swine tu virus and prevented its ability to enter cells. The study was lauded by

mainstream sources as highly credible, only to be discredited by jealous special interests, and then to resurrect anew thereafter!

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19682714  B) Chinese scientists studied galectin-3, an intammatory driver, in rhodents where its presence led

to heart Wbrosis and disease, and where modiWed citrus pectin was seen to cleave to galectin 3 and inhibit its function in driving

intammation and ensuing heart disease. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32172066  According to research scientists at the University of

Illinois College of Medicine at Peoria, galectin 3 has been seen bound to macrophages and to trigger cytokine (storm?) in COVID patients.

They stated that severe COVID disease involves the presence of excess galectin 3, compared to less severe disease where galectin-3

levels were not as high. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33082935  If, according to the rat model above, modiWed citrus pectin bound with

galectin3 to inhibit its activity, might it be useful in COVID19? DR MERCOLA, A SHOUT TO YOU: PLEASE WRITE AN ARTICLE ABOUT THIS!

THANK YOU. C) Medicinal mushrooms support macrophage activity based on beta-glucan nourishment. Each medicinal mushroom

targets its own unique area(s), of the body. D) Vitamin D, and lots more useful remedies when all work together! Disclaimer below
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Above is not medical advice, it is questions which I am asking. Please ask your naturopathic physician about this, and about

anything you read before applying it to your own personalized care. Generic information is never a guarantee to be a personalized

Wt. Individual needs and responses may vary.
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Interesting, Nirandola. Immunodaat, a proprietary botanical extract, contains standardized elderberry extract (Sambucus Nigra L.).

Elderberry is used as an immunity enhancer for the prevention and treatment of various respiratory diseases and as an antioxidant.

A prospective, multicenter, randomized, comparative, open-label clinical study was conducted in 74 subjects who recovered from

post-COVID-19 symptoms of mild to moderate COVID-19 in the past. The study concludes that the use of Immunodaat for 30 days

helped normalize physical and mental symptoms that occurred due to Post COVID and prolonged COVID.

Immunodaat can be considered as a safe and effective natural ingredient in the management of Post COVID-19 or prolonged

COVID condition. www.medrxiv.org/.../2022.10.04.22280680v2  (2022) 3 recommendations to rescue patients from COVID-19

infection 1) People who have been exposed to nicotine prior to their exposure to the virus are "set" to be at increased risk because

nicotine can directly affect the virus's putative receptor (ACE2) and lead to detrimental signaling.

in the epithelial cells of the lung. Furthermore, several cytokines, including IL-2, IL-6, and TNF-, which are induced by smoking,

could trigger a "cytokine storm" in COVID-19. febs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../febs.15303  (2020) 2) Mouth spray as recommended

by Dr. Mercola. Blocking virus entry is a potential therapeutic target, direct virus clearance in the throat by betadine oral or nasal

spray could be more effective than angiotensin receptor 2 (AR2) receptor downregulation
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3) The use of elderberry supplements may be effective in an early course of the disease. Although not tested in coronavirus,

elderberry supplements were shown to be effective in cold and intuenza by a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study

and meta-analysis. Currently, since elderberry supplements can be purchased by anyone without a prescription as an

over-the-counter medication, if it does not cause any signiWcant harm, there is no reason not to use it and it can be applied early in

the course of the disease. Although there have been some reports of some cytokines being increased by elderberry supplements,

elderberry supplements also have various types of other effects. In addition, we should also refer to the evidence-based

systematic review of elderberry and eldertower by the Natural Standard Research Collaboration, which could be applied to the

current COVID-19 pandemic.

At this point, we should be able to guide the use of these elderberry supplements to the general population or patients with

COVID-19 as follows: “Elderberry supplements can be used in people with COVID-19 in an early course of the disease , if

understanding the previous edcacy of these and the possible adverse effects”. alkalinediet.com/.../ElderberryAntiViral.pdf  (2021)

www.researchgate.net/proWle/Ethan-Basch/publication/259696401_An_Evid..  the-Natural-Standard-Research-Collaboration.pdf

---
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ELDERBERRIES AS A POTENTIAL SUPPLEMENT TO IMPROVE VASCULAR FUNCTION IN A SARS-COV-2 ENVIRONMENT According

to the literature, anthocyanins, a major subgroup of tavonoid polyphenols found in berries, have been well-investigated for their

vascular-protective properties, as well as the prevention of cardiovascular disease (CVD)-related deaths. Elderberries have

previously been used as a natural remedy for the treatment of colds, tu, and consequently cardiovascular health due to a high

content of cyanidin-3-glucoside (C3G), one of the main anthocyanins found in the human diet. The literature reported many studies

showing that EE has both antiviral and vascular protective properties that need to be further investigated as a nutritional

component used against the indirect effect of SARS-CoV-2 on vascular function.

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jfbc.14091  (2022) HERBAL REMEDIES, NUTRACEUTICALS, AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR

COVID-19 MANAGEMENT: AN UPDATE Several ayurvedic and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) are effective during this

worrisome Coronavirus pandemic i.e. Tinospora cordifolia (Willd.) Miers, Withania somnifera (L.) Dunal, Scutellaria baicalensis

Georgi, Curcuma longa L. etc. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2772371222000031  (2022)
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RE your point B. Early on, there was a home 'remedy' that made quinine. You simmer the peels of grapefruits and lemons for two

hours.
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Thank you Guillermou and DebbyW. A) Regarding elderberry, yes I do wonder if it may be useful in COVID, but my main qualiWed

layperson's thought is, as best I understand it, that the mechanism of blocking the cleaving of Galectin3 may be a key, due to its

intammatory nature and its arousal of cytokines (and cytokine storm? The researchers seeemed to indicate that in what they

said). B) I do have a question about elderberry, namely that it may raise certain cytokines. I don't know which ones, that is key to

understand.

Then again, to bind the virus is a key to reducing the cytokine storm, I would think. I am a layperson, not a doctor, to qualify

carefully. So all these are questions. Dr Mercola? C) DebbyW regarding boiling citrus peels, it really does make sense as it would

release the water-soluble biotavonoids from the lining of the peels. As bitter herbs, the citrus peels have a drying effect,

something to note, and while triggering bile release from the liver, they also may be a bit stimulating to it.

So according to Traditional Chinese medicine, wherever there is "liver heat" or excess yang/insudcient yin, citrus peels may be

contraindicated or at least, should be used sparingly and with some caution. Wherever the liver is excessively "Damp" per

Traditional Chinese Medicine's deWnition, it may be useful. Diluted in water of course would be best. That said, where citrus pectin

is concerned, it has to be a light molecular weight to be most effective.

That is where modiWed citrus pectin comes in.One MD says that most modiWed citrus pectin is not light enough and that not just

any modiWed citrus pectin product will do, the Pectasol product he says, is far better and enters the blood stream, thanks to its

light molecular weight. So in my best understanding, boiling citrus peels inwater may be helpful, but perhaps not as helpful as

modiWed citrus pectin, but then again it may be helpful when used with caution. I have formal training in herbalism.
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Debby, yes, i actually saved that! Its a simple thing to make. Lmk if u wd like the info word for word!!
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Covid is so weak now it's not a threat at all, unless you have a weakend immune system or some other serious medical thing like

recieving an organ recently or have bad asthma, in which case all respiratory colds and tu are a problem. We even had professors in the

Uk say that covid is so weak it is not a big problem anymore. I think the USA is trapped by organisations wanting to make money over

public health.
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I have RA and feared the virus could wipe me out. Apart from RA, which is under control so far with plant medicine, I’m extremely

healthy and prior to Covid, hadn’t had a cold or tu in 10 years. And yet, I’d read a ton about autoimmune diseases and virus not

playing well together.  I got Covid in May and I worried. I went nuts on my plant medicine. I was over it in 36 hours. I’ve had colds

worse than that. I’m no virologist but I do remember from grade school basic science that viruses eventuality die out on their own.

How this one acts “differently” can only mean it’s a plandemic and the powers that be are still planning awful things. The virus

itself is practically harmless now.
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At last, at last, it is beyond high time, beyond way overdue, for the very notion of so-called "legal" immunity to be argued down in court as

completely illegal, an invitation to rampant abuse, and unconstitutional on its face. It is time for so-called "Legal" immunity to fall down,

and never be invoked again, and rendered null and void, both to posterity and in retrospect. Nobody may be "legally" immune, in a world

that takes responsibility and follows the US Constitutional law. We citizens need to invoke the law like crazy and the more we do, the less

likely it is be violated. A) We the People are governed by consent. Who said that we consent to being force-jabbed and medically maimed,

while we pay for it with our tax dollars?

B) Gag orders, do not argue in court! Such is what "legal" immunity says! How can this be allowed to stand? Why are the people silent,

even the smart people on this forum? What leads people to think that silence will be causal to positive change?

C)constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  "No state shall make or enforce any law abridging the privileges and immunities of the

Citizens of the United States...nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws" 14th amendment. Need we

say any more?

YES! The 14th amendment forbids any odcials from being elected to public odce wherever they have engaged in insurrection against the

US Constitution. By extension, that means that odcials may not participate in such insurrection...ever! And that means, post-election, and

also whether they were elected, or not. D) The fourth amendment protects our safe zone, our home castle, our fortress and by extension,

our body as deWned thereby. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, shall not be violated".

Need we say any more? It is time for this notion that "legal" immunity is legal....at all...to just plain be rendered null and void! We see

reckless abuses!
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That someone called the cops on a scientist who breathed the words expressing his true thoughts and concerns, is absolutely

crazy. Crazy! It is thought control. The world has gone nuts, is manic with fear and over-reactivity. The person who called the cops

needs professional help! Absolutely hysterical and an inappropriate control maniac! And at this point, no thanks to fear mongering

and all those behind it, about 70% of the world needs professional help. It is a MANIA INSTILLED FOR PROFIT!
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Thank you for exposing to some the many amendments under attack or violated. It is going way beyond the shouting points being

promoted to keep us Wghting and bickering so as to look at this so as not to see that. 14th amendment very much seems to be in

play here.
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hi JustSteve, yes, and also I think, A) the 4th amendment right to sovereignty and personal safety. Further, there is rampant B)

undue intuence, where the fear rant goes every Wve minutes, ongoing, for three years, whew! C) Locking up the well and sick alike,

world wide, is insane over-reach and is unilateral dictatorship based on randomness, where locking up well people makes

absolutely no sense at all. The only thing here that is Not random, is the lust for power..that is for sure! D) Coercion also is a crime

in the book of law.

And where there is coercion and undue intuence, and where people (in legal speak) were "not intelligent" of the consequences of

what they decide to do, then the law argues that justice was not served and a re-examination of the matters at hand is legally and

factually merited. Undue intuence, coercion are currently rampant, and on steroids, on a scale of 1-10 it is still a 20, toned down

from 40 previously. The insanity has to be stopped. As for those who hold the belief that their words will fall on deaf ears and won't

make any difference, I have personally invoked the law with odcials and seen them turn around.

Sometimes police, odcials, even Americans at large are ignorant of the law. It is ignorance, not ill will in many cases, that informs

unconstitutional over reaches. (And in many cases, there is ill will and the lust for power. Those are the people who need to be

thrown out of public odce). I am not an attorney, just a layperson who has read up about the law. Anybody wanting legal advice

should talk to their lawyer.
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Yet another example of refusing the vax in our family. A) hubby lost his lucrative job in corporate because of not taking said vax, B)

daughter could not go to culinary school for refusing vax, C) Hubby and I were refused into a home for dinner because we had not

taken the vax, and now D) Our family was refused to host a Japanese student because of my blatant refusal of the vax. Other

people have suffered far more than we have for their stand. And I thank them from the bottom of my heart for that. Mercola, Nass,

Malone, Simone Gold, Kennedy and the countless nameless families out there. God bless you all!!!!!
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So the CDC VOTED 15-0 to do this. Who the hell VOTED for these people?! They are un-elected and yet they make these decisions for

society. I guess we have Wnally arrived at communism. I will continue to defy everything they do.
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Steppenwolf had a song called, "The Pusher!" John Kay says: "GD, the pusher!" I'm a teacher and I see and hear pushers everyday. The

nurses are the worst, doing Satan's work with smiles on their faces (The Undisputed Truth - Smiling Faces Sometimes)....... "they don't tell

the truth. Beware of the handshake that hides a snake. Don't let the handshake and the smile fool ya". They push the vax with rewards for

the students. They tell the parents their kids could die if they don't take the poison.
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Who are the NIH employees that are voting for this. Name names and make their lives didcult.
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Make life didcult? These people are complicit in legit crimes against humanity. The only way this ends is to actually hold people to

REAL account. Its been almost 3 years now since the Fauci elf gain of function wuh-tu lab release in CHINA and not one of these

criminals has remotely been held to account. Not ONE!
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It is the role of Government to protect our "Rights", not our health.   "The liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the

growth of private power to a point where it becomes stronger than the democratic state itself. That in its essence is fascism: ownership

of government by an individual, by a group, or any controlling private power." ~ Franklin D. Roosevelt
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The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) could beneWt from a simple

solution to this type of problem: a devil's advocate. "An odcial formerly appointed to present arguments against a proposed canonization

or beatiWcation." PWzer's mRNA vaccine is aiming for the status of sainthood - and no one dares to speak. But today, devil's advocates has

been renamed to "conspiracy theorists" and shamed out of existence. What's the difference between a devil's advocate and a conspiracy

theorist? One is an appointment - the other an accusation, of the same person, the same action. to your health, tracy
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't take it anymore! "The shots were also added to the Vaccine for Children (VFC) program, which provides vaccines to children at no

or low cost using federal funding" Schools forcing children to be subjected to this? The lowest of low. This is child sacriWce. Our tax

dollars being used to poison children with an experimental disaster shot? Unconscionable!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While we're Wxated on the CDC, states are getting a pass that they have not earned. Several states determine vaccination mandates

based on CDC recommendations. It is in those states' power to NOT adopt this jab for no reason other than an agency committee

recommends it. We have nations that refusing to jab anyone under the age of 50, but in the US, people can't stick needles into kids fast

enough.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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"It's what the CDC recommends" - the favorite EXCUSE continually uttered by the corrupted (and the STUPID).
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I've mentioned that my niece had a baby after mom got the vax and the baby was "Wne" (although born 2-3 months early), but now I Wnd

out the baby has a goofed up leg, it "sticks straight out to the side". Doctors are not saying anything about Wxing it. I won't be needing a

doctor, I've got Dr Joe Mercola!  People are so gun hoe on getting this newest vax... it's perplexing, must be because they've been turned

into perfect little subjects: jeffreyprather.com/dont-miss-this-episode
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lin3741
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agree - almost a CULT-LIKE mentality and theirs is "yes, i'm a good little boy/girl and mommy and daddy (corrupt govt et al) said to

do it so since im such a good little boy/girl then that's what i'll do".   Yes! by all means, go ahead. I'm sure when things get even

worse they will come along and save and spare you for being so "good" (compliant).   so glad i'm old.
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headache2
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The EUA in itself was illegal because there was an alternate therapy that the corrupticrats covered up. Ivermectin

www.bitchute.com/.../KVibyPp8P6FP
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Horrifying. I will pull my other kid out of the system and homeschool if this is mandated in our state and religious exemption doesn’t

apply. He would be sad and miss school-friends, but we would Wnd ways to make it work. This needs massive dissent! The corruption is

so barefaced, and these rogue/thug 3-or-more-letter agencies must go!!!
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Good for you!! Stick with your gut and your resolve. I will GUARANTEE you're not alone. I'm SURE MANY will be doing the same. It's

getting ridiculously out of control now. All the best!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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CA is the Wrst and set to take affect June 2023. But let's see what happens after they steal the midterm elections? They may implement

this after the holidays. They did not order 171 million boosters to allow them just to sit and rot.
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IF the elections are even held.
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How do you spell corruption? C-D-C
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eas101
Joined On 7/9/2022 5:54:56 AM
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1. At this point regulators, academia, media, governmental workers, advertisers, Politicians, journalists, ALL must be ENTIRELY and

PERMANENTLY extricated from being funded by big pharma or any of its beneWciaries.  2. Congress must be forbidden from insider

trading, eliminate possibility of emergency use authority being used to proWt any segment.  3. Criminally negligent conduct in the

performance of odcial scientiWc, governmental oversight, journalistic, or academic work that a reasonable and responsible person

(based upon long documented standards and proper safe performance) would deem to be potentially dangerous shall need to be be

charged with genocide or crimes against humanity, as per prosecutorial discretion. There is no plausible deniability.  Participation and full

cooperation in correcting this madness timely may be taken into consideration although all proWting will stop.
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Jeremiah.8
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Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, who stated, “As long as I am governor, in Florida there will not be a COVID-19 vaccine mandate for children in

our schools. That is your decision to make as a parent. These are new shots. I get a kick out of it when people compare to MMR — things

that have been around for decades and decades.” Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee, who tweeted, “I’ve always said mandates are the wrong

approach, & TN has led in pushing back on federal covid vaccine requirements. Thanks to our work with the General Assembly, TN

families won’t be impacted by today’s CDC vote.

We'll continue to stand for TN children & for personal freedom.” Oklahoma Gov. Kevin Stitt, who similarly said, “Regardless of what the

CDC says, as long as I am governor, we will never force kids to get a COVID vaccine to go to school.” Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey, who stated,

“Here in Alabama, the parents make decisions when it comes to their children’s health care. We do NOT mandate the covid shot for kids —

nor will we ever.” Until they lose federal funding.
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Until they lose federal funding, yes! I live on Puerto Rico, a U.S. colony. The government is so far up the U.S.’s butt, they eagerly

await instructions on how they can further screw us. 95% of my beautiful island is jabbed, although many are, thankfully, starting to

wake up.
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Yes, TN is a great state. It is why I moved to TN in 1999 and I have no plans to leave! TN also made Ivermectin available OTC. You

only have to ASK the pharmacist for it!
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What will it take to stop this jabbing the nations babies. The parliament in the UK won't even debate covid vaccine injuries. My daughter

has been working in nursery school for 26 years. She has noticed there are a great many more young children with Autism ADHD mental

health issues, seizures, I haven't listed all the illnesses she sees now being more common. Many 3 to 5 years olds still in nappies

(diapers) what will the future be like for children in the future, if they actually have a future.
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Yup! I’m old enough to remember a time before there was such a thing as type 2, autism, ADHD, etc. It is didcult for me to believe

these aren’t Big Pharma-created diseases.  Now they’re all so widespread that my 9-year-old neighbor is on insulin and his parents

tell me it’s an inherited disease.
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jamNjim
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The more people they have on disability the more control the socialist/marxist have. If you don't follow their rules you don't get

your monthly check from the government!
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It's all the other 'vaccines' children are required to take. When my children were young, there weren't as many required. There are a

lot of ingredients in vaccines that are harmful, and now children are given those over and over. My granddaughter received a shot

at 3 months and screamed for two days, scaring my daughter badly. She had the doctor put it into VAERS and would not give my

granddaughter or the following children any more vaccines. The girl is now 17 and is brilliant. My daughter home schooled her four

children. NY state has strict vaccine requirements.
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Hubby and I were just discussing this. The rate of autism has soared! As A kid 55 years ago, I never even knew someone who had

autism! Now it is seemingly everywhere. And guess what, it all coincides with the vaccine schedule. A little story here: My

youngest daughter was born at 1 lbs, 12 oz. This was 27 years ago. So I take her in for a checkup, she's maybe 5 lbs by now and

they give her the Wrst Tdap vaccine. I did not even think anything about it. But I could not wake her up to nurse for 2 days; she was

almost semicomatose. Then I took her in again a couple months later and at the last minute I remembered to tell the doc about

what happened with her last vaccination.

He was concerned and told me she had a reaction and Wled it with VAERS. He also said if she had gotten the second booster, she

would probably have become seriously brain damaged (vegetative state) The reaction was to the Pertussis part of the vaccine. I

had to question why they would give a full dose of Tdap to a barely 5 lb. baby? By the time a baby has the Wrst vaccine, they are

probably 15 lbs!
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Just want to put this out there as well -- lately as i see any advertising, be it tv, print or even radio (yes radio still exists lol) i hear

things being said like - "I have cancer - but im getting the best treatment available bc I go to "such and such" . My point is, that they

are trying to now "normalize" having cancer too - just like they did w/high blood pressure and then diabetes. I mean the VOICE

TONE used for that simple statement "i have cancer" was as if he was so happy about it, like someone just handed him an ice

cream cone! Honestly I couldn't believe my ears.

Again, my point is It's these little "steps" and tiny brainwasher tactics the media is slowly pushing on behalf of the corrupt medical

industry (et al) - even if we think we're aware of things like this, sometimes it's something so subtle we can still be vulnerable to it.

We must be aware and question what we're seeing and hearing at all times. Here's the thing - As part of the jab plan, they KNOW

cancer rates are going to start skyrocketing - in fact they ALREADY have. Right along with heart attacks, sudden death syndrome,

miscarriages and still births. But instead of trying to PREVENT such things - they just pile on the brainwasher campaigns of how

"NORMAL" it is.

that it's "OK" -- just like with Autism too. Slap another "awareness" bumper sticker on your car and now boom - just another

"disease" or just another "side effect" - "accept" it and move on. It is utterly DISGUSTING what corporate america is doing to

society. Just watching these commercials on tv (no choice if u want to watch sports of any kind) - everything so UNREALISTIC! as

in things you would never ever see or encounter in REAL LIFE. ALL JUST BRAINWASHING BS to "please the gods" and make a

buck. anyway.... something to think about. Peace to all.
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jwyoungjerry
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It's time to put an end to the madness of Covid 19 shots and mandates. Why take the shots if they don't keep you from getting the virus

and more likely cause you to get it. It's all about controlling the population not preventing the virus. They must be stopped!
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They know all the kids have 5G phones. They can control them through 5G if they get the nano shots.
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Joined On 12/3/2009 5:49:13 PM
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Going to be millions of children leaving public school, which will reduce their funding. This will mean millions less will be getting

indoctrinated into the Marxist, communist, anti-American ideology being pushed by the Left and the WEF. Fortunately, my state is

committed against the mandatory death jab.
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Joined On 4/30/2009 9:55:55 PM
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I'm noticing numerous comments about personality changes and odd behaviors in the vaxxed. I'm seeing this so often that I can tell the

difference between the vaxxed and those who are not. "Probably vaxxed", I think to myself when I see this. It's very strange.
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The only thing that will stop this evil is for mass numbers of people to pull their children out of school! The people have the power. And

those who are dead asleep to what is happening, who have lost the ability to think for themselves, who will go along with mandates and

cause harm to their children, are a danger to not only their children, but to us all. More and more people are waking up thanks to

dedicated and courageous people like you, Dr. Mercola. There are many thousands and the number is growing. WE can stop this

madness!
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momofmany13
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I was at the VA today for an appointment, a man in his late sixties/early seventies was talking loudly with a woman at the desk. He asked

her if she had Covid and she said she already did, then he bragged that he had his 5th booster and all his kids and grandkids did too even

his 10 month old grandchild
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My now 23 yr old son got the covid shot in spring 2021 like the entire family. My husband and I would have lost our jobs if we had not and

our other two kids would not have been allowed to go to college. Same thing, we all got the booster in early December last year except for

the 23 yr old as the shot made him sick. He worked for TSA and they didn't care. In late January, we all got Covid, booster or not. No one

was very sick, we were just all tired of being in the same house for 2 weeks!  He enrolled in college this fall due to a new scholarship for

older students. Then was told that he had to get the booster by September 29th or had to leave school! So he had to get a booster. The

other two have 10 month old boosters, but that is okay. They could still go to school. None of this makes sense.
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66stanggirl
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We need to go back to the days when large families lived on farm land and in the family farmhouse. One person stayed with the kids and

taught them things, one took care of household chores, someone would do the cooking and baking for the household, a couple went off

to jobs to earn the money and a few took care of the crops and farm animals. Simple, hard work that made people responsible and

contributing. A far cry from today, where every family is broken, no one has any work ethics and many are strung out on the latest drugs.

No wonder this young generation is where they are at. Pass on the education from liberal schools that care more about pronouns than

learning.
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two words - ZOMBIE CULTURE
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rus2357
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:33:30 AM
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Common you guys! Surely you remember that all COVID shots currently being used are nothing more than Emergency Utilization

Authorization "Genetic Experiments" -- no exceptions!. The August 2021 COMIRNATY BLA approval was nothing more then a fake,

fraudulent FDA action to support mandating vaccines. PWzer never produced and distributed that BLA vaccine. Reason? That would

remove all PWzer's legal immunity exemptions. PWzer would be legally liable for any health issues these distributed vaccines caused.

They will only sell only EUA authorized vaccines for that reason. That is why the vaccine producers, FDA, CDC went berserk recently when

the President declared that the pandemic was over so there was no further emergency.

If he formally followed through with that statement, then there would be no Emergency and all EUAs would, by deWnition, become invalid.

No formally approved vaccines but, COMIRNATY would exist. Since PWzer hasn't been making that drug, the entire COVID vaccine

campaign would come to a halt. Then what? Before they could recover, the world might realize that there never was a pandemic and that

the COVID virus is not a threat to the public.
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b_good_2_me
Joined On 3/25/2011 8:06:08 PM
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I agree with today's post that we should all do what we can within our limitations to stop the globalists and their insane agenda. My

capabilities are limited but what I do is print off pdf copies of good articles like this one and give them to friends that are likeminded but

don't have computer ability. If they agree with the article I ask them to pass the article on to their acquaintance who may beneWt and ask

them to keep the chain going. I don't know how many people the articles have reached but at least I am doing something and I have used

up a lot of paper.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM
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I can only say horrendous. I'd have to emigrate if I had children in the US. Luckily nothing has ever been mandated in the UK. I presume

there will be much home education or is that also being banned in a Police State. Jennifer UK
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These people are toooooo powerful. Besides all the evidence, they do whatever they please
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DrPaul?sh
Joined On 2/24/2018 9:51:22 AM
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Fraud vitiates everything. I am holding out hope that these people will be held accountable.
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In my own industry, I started to become a tradesman as an apprentice in 1966 after my 4 years in the US Air Force. I did not see any proWt

to me by staying in the military. The entire promotion system of the enlisted core was hopelessly entangled at that time with promotions

only happening twice a year. In the very Wrst month, I doubled my income in the freedom of the laboring public world. When I left service, I

was replaced by a career NCO at a level of E6 pay grade. My pay grade at the time was an E3 with a reserve rank of E4. The government

did not have to pay me for the promotion as it is a silly system in the reserves. As far as I can observe, nothing much has changed since

then in the people serving their country except the wages have changed.

Most of the people, not all, in civilian representation of this country got out of serving in Vietnam by going to college or into vocations

requiring a lot of training. These people in service put their lives on the line constantly for peanut wages. From my standpoint, that is just

plain crazy. We are likely to Wnd out how crazy that is. Mandatory COVID Vaccinations? I also would tell them where they can take that

and what they can do with it. But obviously we no longer have independent thought and free speech. I had a bad habit(according to a

principal) in school.

I questioned a lot. I also learned from those questions. Today, the education system is about brain washing. I was educated in three

countries. England, Canada, and several different states in the United States including Ohio and California. At the time, in the 1950s,

England by far had the best education system back then. My opinion of our current system is it is an over gloriWed baby sitting system

designed to make you a loyal factory worker in jobs that no longer exist. The question is will the American Public wake up to what big

drug companies are actually doing? I think they are herd animals.
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No where I know of do you see a published document detailing whom buys whom in the donation process of the US Congress. Your

representative in either house will obviously treat the big boys and girls as VIPs when they receive a call from them. Obviously they spend

a great deal of time soliciting funds(better known in the ancient world as prostitution) from the people they intend to actually serve in

their elected positions in the Congress. Someone from big sugar will obviously be taken seriously. Someone from big Pharmaceutical

companies will be taken seriously. Just how far are they willing to go? Jab your kids with something potentially lethal?

The answer to that little question is that the bought and paid for representatives will do anything within your imagination to get that

support. Never in our long political history has this been more obvious. Right now we are faced with a huge house of cards. Which card

will collapse Wrst? Because what I see is the entire thing is about to come down in November. The Wrst thing I would change? The

ownership of every media has to be taken out of the hands of these so called VIPs behind the scenes and the writers unleashed to

obviously expose what is going on as it is going on.

Not that any of us have any power to do so. The second thing needed is take away the power of legal Wnancial billions in the power of

government agencies to intuence what goes on in an actual court of law. No one person can stand in a court of law with it being the way

it is. Not even a wealthy individual has that much power against the powers that be in agencies of government. There are a lot of

organizations right now abusing that power. It is going to lead to destruction as the Wnancial system itself is in danger of crashing. The

ones to lose everything? Is the very ones causing it to happen.
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A SCARY THOUGHT: We all know of the reproductive harms caused by (what they call) mRNA. How soon until they destroy our food

supply with this poison? It's already happening in NSW Australia, it's probably happening here too. (...to combat global warming;

remember the carbon they're trying to eliminate is YOU.)
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WHO are the ones on this commitee? Must they remain unanimous? Who are they and their contact . Let the public tell them what THEYZ

THINK
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ok riiiiiight......bc the SeedyC said so! Super! BC if it's coming on THEIR behest it surely MUST be something great for the public! and

people's health! Yes, makes so much sense! And just in time for Halloween too, how Wtting ...but seriously however, who would want to

send their kids to public school anyway? They are a JOKE. Preaching to them on their corrupt, twisted "ideals" and lack of any good or

nurturing values is all they "teach" any more, all designed to confuse kids even more than they already are at that age.
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nurturing values is all they "teach" any more, all designed to confuse kids even more than they already are at that age.

Why not just take them out into the woods and practice full blown devil worship! I'd bet if they cd push it that far they would. Oh! but that's

right - we cannot mix "religion" in w/ the school system. ok so we'll just bend and twist their minds and confuse them right inside the

classroom instead. BC That's exactly what's happening. If it weren't so criminal and disgusting it would almost come off as comical - like

a bad horror movie. so glad im old.
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ezdriver
Joined On 3/30/2011 11:36:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is THE scariest situation I have ever witnessed in all my years on this earth. If you can't trust the medical profession to have your

health and welfare as their prime objective, who CAN you trust?! It's all about the almighty dollar. I'm at the point where I am getting

myself as educated as humanly possible about options for self-care outside the current healthcare establishment. I do NOT trust medical

"professionals" to truly care about my life so my guess is the Hippocratic Oath is no longer held as an ethical standard of care.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can always "Trust in the Lord with all of your heart and lean not on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him

and He will make your paths straight.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey BrianAllen, I am curious about the US becoming a corporation in 1870. I would like to research that.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There used to be a priceless website www.usavsus.info which had proof of that along with hundreds of other hidden gems and

their proofs. It was permanently removed. Maybe try Duck Duck go and others. A "country" cannot Wle bankruptcy and remain

under it's legal protection. A "president" cannot issue an Executive Order without being an odcer (CEO) of a corporation.
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brianallen1
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Google brought up www.youhavetheright.com along with others.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tort suits are liability suits. Criminal indictments for premeditated murder are obviously in order. Are all States attorneys general

completely out to lunch? What a bunch of pathetic cowards.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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cowaards? no, they are robots.... jeffreyprather.com/dont-miss-this-episode   as is everyone who got the jab.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh! No worries now. We are running out of diesel in 25 days. www.youtube.com/watch
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Post election SURPRISE.
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rmstock
Joined On 1/17/2022 9:03:28 AM
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Is this Federal Government logic, is it the FDA , the CDC or is it the Vaccine manufacturers logic ? When a child can have a COVID-19

vaccine, then obviously anyone can safely get the COVID-19 vaccine. This is all true. However why and how does a EUA vaccine, which is

not approved and still experimental, even today, get added into the Childhood Immunization Schedule ? An important step is bypassed

here. The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act, from 2005 contains a dangerous and lethal hiatus. A new

congressional bill should immediately be passed when congress returns into session after the midterms, the OPERATION Hypersonic

Shutdown Act of 2023 which will terminate the PREP Act on the same day, where all obstacles preventing shutdown will be removed and

annihilated, with Military Aid, Assistance and Precision.

All Childhood Immunization Schedules are shutdown until further notice, pending revision. The PREP act is then abolished upon which

normal medical operations, rules and regulations will resume. Only FDA approved medications and vaccines can be administered. Any

and all EUA letters for administering COVID-19 vaccines become invalidated on the day of the Act, OPERATION Hypersonic Shutdown.
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Most children left attending these schools will be from liberal parents as they believe there tribal leaders are in and for there best

interests
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM
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The CDC taking money from Big Pharma would be like the FBI taking money from drug cartels.
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gh?nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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There are many facets to this, this being but one of the conspiracy theorist topics of what is going on. If we are at war and the goal is to

depopulate defensive ages of the population, this too reduces oncoming generation’s of the defensive population. If not by direct death

than by sterility. Let us hope and pray, parents choose their children’s future wisely with well founded knowledge. We are about to lose

many in this war.
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brianallen1
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Why is a federal CDC even necessary? Each individual county and state is more than capable of oveseeing the well being of it's

inhabitants. Most federal agencies and programs are fraught with power abuse, corruption and waste. The time is well overdue to abolish

these harmful and wasteful agencies.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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John Hopkin's University did more than the CDC for the pandemic and Walenski even admitted to that.
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Thankfully my grands are in rural Texas, 3 are in high school or college and one is 4 months. I am already suggesting home school or

private school. My daughter is NOT a teacher. Looks like I may have to move there and put my MEd back in use... Actually I'm hoping she

gets transferred north to the home odce. I have my folks house 30 minutes away waiting for the possibility.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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This line summarizes well: “The CDC is corrupt and can’t be trusted.”
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Welcome to the party. CDC and many of the agencies were corrupt long before 2020. Just on steroids now because they KNOW no

one will hold them to REAL account. Just a lot of blah blah blah day after day, month after month and year after year. Most of the

complicit and corrupt individuals within the CDC and FDA etc, have received generous "we the people" pay raises since 2020. How

is that for accountability. We the people pay these perps more money for doing such a great job with humanity. American justice at

it's Wnest. Just sayin...
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OK, I'm confused. Somebody who knows, please clarify something for me. I just watched a clip the other day where Walenski was asked

about this covid-19 vaccine schedule for schools. She said the CDC doesn't make the school's vaccine schedules. She claims the states

department of Health and Human Services and the school district administrators make those vaccine requirements. Of course, they are in

lockstep with the CDC so you know it will happen in a school district near you, but which is it? Do the individual school districts and/or

states make this rule or does the CDC? If it's the CDC then WHY? Why would the CDC have this power over your child and you have no say

about it? Something really smells here!
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I have seen over-reaching laws here in my state, crafted by state legislatures, to require the vax in schools. Now under whose

overly authoritarian intuence they do this, I can't say. One thing is sure: We really do live in the United Corporations of America!
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That’s correct, DHHS make the rules, but they’re mostly all in lockstep with what the feds want to achieve because they fear losing

funding.
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Thanks! It's all about the money. So if the Republicans get back the house and the senate and follow through with their promise of

"school choice", will private schools have to REQUIRE vaccines? If you accept government money to pull your child out of public

school to home school or private school wouldn't you then fall under the CDC umbrella and have to show proof of vaccination? I'm

so sick of this over reach of the government!
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Congratulations Mirandola! You have seen the light. The country became a corporation in 1870. By 1968, every State became

incorporated along with the UCC, Uniform Commercial Code. Interesting, the I R S also has a Code. All codes require a code

breaker.
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Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM
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brianallen 1 you are on it with the UCC and all the states incorporation. Doing business as...not for the People, but for the interest

of the corporation. Same for the Feds in my opinion/belief.
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The only reason this poison got a CDC recommendation was to grant it total liability protection. The CDC along with other alphabet

agencies like the FDA, NIH, NIAID and HHS are a criminal network that enables pharmaceutical companies to market vaccines proWtably

and free from legal liability. Apparently their products do not have to be tested for either safety or edcacy before public release. This is

truly a crime against humanity with government culpability.
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It's not total liability protection. If it's found that vaccine manufacturers knowingly sold harmful products, they can be sued. Will it

happen? Not likely.
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England announced it would no longer offer COVID-19 shots to children unless they’re high risk. At high risk for what? Living? It has

already been establised ("at the speed of science") that it does not prevent transmission or contagion. You contract the "virus" with or

without the jab, and your experience of illness may be light or severe. What, exactly, is this injection for, other than an excuse to bill the

victim?
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Go to Revelation 9. If you want more information get my books Are You Lied To About The Bible just google and you Wnd them. God bless

from Leif
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yes... control through 5G.... jeffreyprather.com/dont-miss-this-episode
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